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Carnivalesque language use and the construction  
of local identities 

A plea for languageculture as a field of research1 

Leonie Cornips, Vincent de Rooij and Irene Stengs 

This article aims to encourage the interdisciplinary study of ‘languageculture’, an ap-
proach to language and culture in which ideology, linguistic and cultural forms, as well 
as practices are studied in relation to one another. An integrated analysis of the selec-
tion of linguistic and cultural elements provides insight into how these choices arise 
from internalized norms and values, and how people position themselves toward re-
ceived categories and hegemonic ideologies. An interdisciplinary approach will stimu-
late a rethinking of established concepts and methods of research. It will also lead to a 
mutual strengthening of linguistic, sociolinguistic, and anthropological research. This 
contribution focuses on the province of Limburg and the linguistic-political context of 
this Southern-Netherlands region where people are strongly aware of their linguistic 
distinctiveness. The argument of the paper is based on a case study of languageculture, 
viz. the carnivalesque song ‘Naar Talia’ (To Italy) by the Getske Boys from the city of 
Heerlen. 

Introduction 

During the past decades, sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology have seen con-
siderable theoretical developments. Under the influence of research into the conse-
quences of globalization and the related economic, cultural, social and political chang-
es, established frameworks and concepts in the study of language variation have been 
called into question. The concept, for instance, of speech community, which is strong-
ly based on the idea that a geographically delineable group of people share values and 
knowledge of language use, has proven untenable,2 as has the assumption that the lan-
guage behavior of speakers merely reflects the social characteristics attributed to them. 
In today’s world, in which people, goods, ideas and media products are ever less place-

                      
1 This is an updated and revised version of CORNIPS, LEONIE/ DE ROOIJ, VINCENT/ STENGS, 

IRENE: Carnavalesk taalgebruik en de constructie van lokale identiteiten. In: Dutch Journal of 
Applied Linguistics 1:1 (2012), pp. 15-40. We thank John Benjamins Publishing Company 
for their gracious permission to publish it here. 

2 PATRICK, PETER L.: The Speech Community. In: CHAMBERS, JACK/ TRUDGILL, PETER/ 
SCHILLING-ESTES, NATALIE (eds.): The Handbook of Language Variation and Change. Ox-
ford 2004, pp. 573-597. – RAMPION, BEN: Crossing: Language and Ethnicity among Adoles-
cents. Manchester 2005 [1995]. (First edition published by Longman, London) 
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Leonie Cornips, Vincent de Rooij and Irene Stengs 62

bound, also language and culture have become increasingly dynamic phenomena.3 Of 
course, one might state that the process of globalization is as old as humanity itself. 
Yet, the information revolution that took off in full force by the end of the previous 
century, in conjunction with the new global (instable) political situation that arose 
simultaneously, has led to the fact that we live in a world that is more than ever char-
acterized by mobility, fluidity and uncertainty. This has considerable effects on pro-
cesses of identity formation. Long-established class structures and relations, which 
used to offer a stable frame of reference for social identification have eroded. The de-
industrialization of large parts of the Western world, and the virtually global depopula-
tion of rural areas give shape to new urban cultures. Those who remained in the de-
populated rural areas are confronted with the decline of social infrastructure and liveli-
hood: as a consequence they often cultivate a nostalgic longing for an imaginary past. 
Also those who have left the countryside for the city, and are in the need to find their 
way in their new social environments, may foster such longings.  

In understanding these intense contemporary socio-political dynamics and the new 
relationships that arise from them, the concept of languageculture might be of help. 
This concept is rooted in AGAR’s (1994) term languaculture, a term he uses to express 
the inseparable interconnectedness of language and culture.4 Elaborating on AGAR, we 
define languageculture as the inextricable fabric of socio-cultural and language prac-
tices, together with the material and ideological results of these practices in daily life. 
Languageculture is the foremost dimension of human life in which social identities are 
elaborated and (re)produced. Linguistic interaction, after all, is indispensable in lend-
ing form and meaning to both material and immaterial expressions of culture, such as 
food and eating culture, fashion, body decoration and -modification, religious convic-
tions, and related activities such as sports, games, work and leisure activities. Lan-
guage is not just a means of producing culture: it is part of culture. Children, for in-
stance, internalize norms of politeness by learning the appropriate linguistic expres-
sions.5 The same holds for experiencing and sharing sensory observations and 
knowledge based on these observations: in order to be able to share such, people need 
to develop a specialized way of speaking (for instance the “oinoglossic (“wine-talk”) 
registers of language” of wine connoisseurs discussed by SILVERSTEIN 2006).6  Collec-

                      
3 BLOMMAERT, JAN: The Sociolinguistics of Globalization. Cambridge 2010. JACQUEMENT, 

MARCO: Transidiomatic Practices: Language and Power in the Age of Globalization. In: 
Language and Communication 25 (2005), pp. 257-277. – STENGS, IRENE (ed.): Nieuw in 
Nederland. Feesten en Ritualen in Verandering. Amsterdam 2012. 

4 AGAR, MICHAEL: Language Shock: Understanding the Culture of Conversation. New York 
2012, p. 60. tells the following about the origins of languageculture: “I stole the term from 
linguistic anthropologist Paul Friedrich, who suggested “linguaculture”, but that phrase keeps 
reminding me of pasta”. 

5 OCHS, ELINOR/ SCHIEFFELIN, BAMBI B.: The Theory of Language Socialization. In: DURAN-
TI, ALESSANDRO/ OCHS, ELINOR/ SCHIEFFELIN, BAMBI B. (eds.): The handbook of language 
socialization. Chichester 2012, pp. 12-21. 

6 SILVERSTEIN, MICHAEL: Old Wine, New Ethnographic Lexicography. In: Annual Review of 
Anthropology 35 (2006), pp. 481-496.  
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tively developing specific cultural and linguistic expressions may be a source of feel-
ings of connectedness and mutual identification.  

Under the influence of the above-mentioned large-scale economic and political pro-
cesses, regional dialects have gradually become more alike, a process that generally is 
called dialect levelling. 7 Simultaneously, and on the face of it paradoxically, a tenden-
cy may be noted of speakers enlarging and cultivating linguistic characteristics that 
they consider specific for their own place of living. Globalization, and the increased 
mobility and language contacts that come with it, apparently, next to a levelling-out of 
linguistic differences, also, and perhaps more importantly, bring about an enhanced 
awareness of the differences that remain8. 

The proposed study of languageculture aims in particular at mapping these lan-
guage dynamics, and at exploring the role of enhanced language awareness in creating 
new social identities, or, in the perception of many speakers, the maintenance of cul-
tural and linguistic heritage. These processes of social semiosis (the handling, interpre-
tation and production of signs) are steered by a language-ideological imaginary in 
which linguistic features and language varieties are attributed specific qualities or val-
ues. Consequently, these qualities and values are attributed to the users of those forms 
and variations, a socio-cognitive process known as iconization.9 
An integral study of such identification processes requires an interdisciplinary ap-
proach that combines linguistic and ethnographical methods. In the Dutch language ar-
ea, a tradition of ethnography-based sociolinguistic research has existed for some time 
already.10 These scholars, though, are mainly interested in interactions within institu-
tional settings. We, on the other hand, propose to direct the research to ritualized pub-

                      
7 AUER, PETER/ HINSKENS, FRANS/ KERSWILL, PAUL: The study of dialect convergence and 

divergence: methodological considerations. In: AUER, PETER/ HINSKENS, FRANS/ KERSWILL, 
PAUL (eds.) Dialect change. Convergence and divergence in European Languages. Cambridge 
2005, pp. 1-50. 

8 BLOK, ANTON: The narcissism of minor differences. European Journal of Social Theory 1:1 
(1998), pp. 33-56. – JOHNSTONE, BARBARA: Indexing the local. In: COUPLAND, NICOLAS 
(ed.): The handbook of language and globalization Malden, Mass 2010, pp. 386-405. – 
KOOLE, TOM/ THIJE, JAN D.: The construction of intercultural discourse: Team discussions of 
educational advisers. Amsterdam 1994. 

9 GAL, SUSAN/ IRVINE, JUDITH: The boundaries of languages and disciplines: How ideologies 
construct difference. Social Research, 62:4 (1995), pp. 967-1001. – IRVINE, JUDITH T.: 
“Style” as distinctiveness: The culture and ideology of linguistic differentiation. In: ECKERT, 
PENELOPE/ RICKFORD, JOHN RV (eds.): Style and sociolinguistic Variation. Cambridge 2001, 
pp. 21-43. – SILVERSTEIN, MICHAEL: Old Wine, New Ethnographic Lexicography. In: Annu-
al Review of Anthropology 35 (2006), pp. 481-496. – SILVERSTEIN, MICHAEL: Language and 
the culture of gender. In: MERTZ, ELIZABETH/ PARMENTIER, RICHARD J. (eds.): Semiotic 
Mediation. New York 1985, pp. 219-259. 

10 HULS, ERICA: Taalgebruik in het gezin en sociale ongelijkheid; een interactioneel 
sociolinguïstisch onderzoek. Proefschrift, Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen, Nijmegen 1982. 
– Huls, Erica: Power in Turkish migrant families. In: Discourse & Society 11:3 (2000), pp. 
345-372. – JASPERS, JÜRGEN: Linguistic sabotage in a context of Monolingualism and Stand-
ardization. In: Language and communication 25 (2005), pp. 279-297. – KOOLE, TOM/ TEN 
THIJE, JAN D., 1994 (as annot. 8). – SPOTTI, MASSIMILIANO: Exploring the construction of 
immigrant minority pupils’ identities in a Flemish primary classroom. In: Linguistics and Ed-
ucation 19:1 (2008), pp. 20-36. 
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lic situations, so-called public events.11 At such public events, both the interconnected-
ness between people and that what differentiates them from others in the world is giv-
en shape and expression. To understand public events, studying the role of new and 
old media is crucial. A public event always is a medialized event, which always reach-
es beyond the physical space in which it takes place. The same goes for time. Via so-
cial media (Twitter, Facebook) and mass media (television, radio), people who are not 
present are nevertheless able to participate in an event in their own ways. Long after a 
parade, a performance, a protest, or a commemoration has taken place, the event re-
mains accessible to those interested – photographically, digitally or textually. For  
sociolinguists and anthropologists, such cultural and linguistic productions make ex-
cellent empirical objects for ethnographic research.  

In this article, we shall demonstrate how our interdisciplinary approach allows us to 
analyze a cultural production from a languagecultural perspective, and how such an 
analysis increases our understanding of the relation between the production of culture 
and local identity politics. Before presenting our case study, it is important to elaborate 
further on the relation between globalization and regionalization, and to relate these to 
another development, the so-called dialect renaissance.  

Globalization and regional identity 

In the 21st century, people still feel connected with the region, village or town where 
they live or were born. This is apparent from the broad interest that exists in dialects, 
regional languages, local history, genealogy and archeology, regional dishes, as well as 
from the increasing number of place-bound fairs, and the appearance of local heroes. 
Local identity seems to increase in political significance. This evokes the question 
where this renewed and ever more accentuated local connectedness stems from. In-
deed, connectedness with the own town, surroundings or region is of all times and 
places. In more political wording, the question could be thus reformulated: how did 
this ‘self-evident’ connectedness with the local evolve into a main issue in a struggle 
for recognition of regional identity?12 

In post-WWII Europe, where the nation states have transferred a considerable 
amount of their decision-making powers to the European Union, regionalism is gain-
ing emotional and political vigor. This has given rise to a variety of larger and smaller 
interest groups advocating the protection and conveyance of local characteristics. The 
protection of regional and minority languages, together with the maintenance of cul-
tural diversity, has become part of EU policies. Regions that consider their rights im-
pinged on by their national governments may resort to the European Court. 

                      
11 HANDELMAN, DON: Models and mirrors. Towards an anthropology of public events. Oxford 

1998.  
12 CORNIPS, LEONIE/ STENGS, IRENE: Regionale identiteit: het belang van het lokale voor de 

beleving van wie we zijn. In: Idee: wetenschappelijk tijdschrift D66 31:5 (2010), pp. 10-13. 
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Within European popular imagination, borders are generally seen as demarcating na-
tion-states as sovereign bodies together with ‘their’ respective cultures and languages. 
In reality, everywhere larger and smaller cultural and linguistic differences do exist 
that connect – or divide – people across the boundaries of nation states, provinces of 
municipalities. Nearly all the young nation states that arose when the great European 
dynasties fell apart expressed the idea of linguistic and cultural homogeneity by intro-
ducing, besides national flags and anthems, national standard languages and standard-
ized education. 

Social sciences seek to understand regional identity, and the sentiment of regional-
ism that goes with it, as political forces that acquire new meaning where people feel 
threatened and alienated as a consequence of globalization. Everywhere on the globe 
new cultural configurations take shape wherein people are forced, or want to, enter in-
to new social bonds. Consequently, new processes of giving shape and meaning arise, 
developments which result in politically determined redefinitions of identities that 
reach beyond previously predominant oppositions such as global-national or national-
local. Everywhere in Europe, place-bound identities are more emphatically given 
shape and conveyed. Depending on the opposition at stake, place-bound identities, 
therefore, comprise local, as well as regional and national identities. 

Apart from the effects of globalization, a perceived anonymous and non-trans-
parent, bureaucratic administration may be another reason for people not to identify 
with ‘the nation.’ Larger administrative bodies imposed by a national government may 
consequently be experienced as alienating, and affecting or annihilating perceived lo-
cal particularity. Under such circumstances, shelter and recognition apparently are ra-
ther found in the shared values of the own, original particularities, a nostalgic longing 
for an uncomplicated bucolic society giving an important impetus. 

The dialect renaissance: fact or fiction? 

It has become clear that the interest in local identities should be understood in the wid-
er context of globalization stimulating regionalization. Regionalism is a political 
statement that comprises both cultural (festivals, foods) and linguistic components (di-
alect, regional language). When, in the seventies, the presence of dialects in public 
space grew, contemporary linguistic scholars labelled the phenomenon ‘dialect renais-
sance’ (in Germany ‘Dialektwelle’).13 In the Netherlands, the renewed interest in dia-
lects became most manifest in singing in dialect and regional language by such pop 
groups as SKIK and ROWWEN HÈZE14 and writing in dialect (in cartoons in particular). 
The concept of ‘dialect renaissance’ was to capture the paradoxical turn that the num-
ber of dialect speakers had been on the decrease for decades already on the one hand, 

                      
13 AUER et al., 2005 (as annot. 7) 
14 CORNIPS, LEONIE: Dertig jaar Rowwen Hèze – Auteurs en bijdragen in vogelvlucht. In: 

CORNIPS, LEONIE/ BECKERS, BARBARA (eds.): Het dorp en de wereld. Over dertig jaar 
Rowwen Hèze. Nijmegen 2015, pp. 11-16. 
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while a revival of dialect use was happening on the other hand. The concept of dialect 
renaissance, however, was hardly given further theoretical substance, nor was any sys-
tematical and/or empirical research done into the supposed revival of dialects. 

A quintessential issue with the label ‘dialect renaissance’ is that the whole idea is 
based on a conception of dialects as separate, comprehensive phenomena that can be 
clearly delineated, in analogy with the wide-spread perception of cultures as discrete 
objects. The concept of ‘dialect renaissance’ has proven to be convincing and long-
lasting, also outside the field of linguistics (perhaps comparable to a concept as inven-
tion of tradition in cultural sciences).15 Among European ethnologists, ‘dialect renais-
sance’ has become a common-or-garden expression. In 2007 GRIJP published, for in-
stance, an article about ‘dialect renaissance’ with relation to the increasing popularity 
of dialect music in the Netherlands. In GRIJP’S words: “when a dialect threatens to dis-
appear, people realize its value and seek to raise its status by writing, preaching and 
singing in dialect, forms of expression that are traditionally reserved for the standard 
language.” 16 Here GRIJP refers to what we would like to call an enhanced awareness of 
the use of local language. This use of the concept therefore differs from the often sup-
posed quantitative increase of dialect use. In his article, GRIJP presents a map that 
shows where in the Netherlands dialect singing found most (see Figure 1): 

                      
15 HOBSBAWM, ERIC: Introduction: Inventing Tradition. In: HOBSBAWM, ERIC/ RANGER, TER-

ENCE (eds.): The Invention of Tradition. Cambridge 1983, pp. 1-14. 
16 GRIJP, LOUIS P.: Singing in Dutch dialects: Language choice in music and the dialect renais-

sance. In: MARGRY, PETER JAN/ ROODENBURG, HERMANN (eds.): Reframing Dutch culture: 
between otherness and authenticity. Hampshire 2007, p. 241. 
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Fig. 1: Overview map of bands/artists singing in dialect17 

Linguistic scholars tend to pay little attention to political power relationships or the 
implications of language-ideological ideas that steer the geographical distribution of, 
for instance, dialect use. For us, GRIJP’S data are interesting because they give an im-
pression of the use of dialects during public events, in this case band performances. 
The map in Figure 1 allows for the following conclusions: 

(i) Singing in dialect is not typical of the cities in the west of the Netherlands. More 
interesting, however, is that on GRIJP’s map bands singing in a city dialect like the dia-
lects spoken in Amsterdam, The Hague or Utrecht are hardly made visible. This touch-

                      
17 GRIJP, 2007 (as annot. 16). 
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es upon the core of the inherent political character of calling language varieties, for in-
stance, ‘dialect’, ‘street language’ ‘Polder Dutch’ or ‘SMS-language’;18 

(ii) Singing in dialect is apparently something that belongs to the ‘periphery’; 
(iii) The provinces of Friesland and Limburg are the leaders in the field, but also 

Brabant is well-represented. As a matter of fact, these are the regions where speaking 
dialect has been given political attention for a long time already, and for a part has 
been institutionalized: regional language officials and dialect societies are subsidized 
by the respective provinces.  

From research like GRIJP’S and that of many others, it becomes apparent that local 
language use is called a dialect when it is spoken elsewhere than in the Western Neth-
erlands. From this perspective, dialect and periphery are inextricably interconnected. 
This contribution, however, does not study dialects as discrete, comprehensive and 
clearly delineable, bound to specific places. Instead, we see dialects as processes, as 
linguistic practices, that, like those who speak them, are subject to movement, interac-
tion and change.19 Thinking in terms of dialect renaissance pays insufficient attention 
to the complex dynamics of local identity politics in which various language varieties 
co-exist and different varieties are used at different times. Our plea for multidiscipli-
nary research is precisely aimed at getting into view the translocal and political charac-
ter of identity formation.  

Identity formation 

Political and public debates rarely reflect on the concept of identity. Nevertheless, in 
the current discussions on such topic as ‘the Netherlands as an immigration country’, 
‘Dutch identity’ is very often called upon as being something totally self-evident. Yet, 
what this Dutch identity exactly entails is barely given satisfactory detail: can someone 
be said to have Dutch identity when he or she is able to speak Dutch, is familiar with 
the ceremonial surrounding the annual opening of the parliamentary year, or celebrates 
his birthday in the family circle with cake and pieces of cheese? Experiencing Dutch 
identity is a dynamic, multi-layered and ambiguous outcome of the feeling, thinking 
and acting of individuals and groups.  

Identity formation happens in the field of tension of antagonisms created and expe-
rienced by the people themselves. Examples are such oppositions as autochthons ver-
sus allochthons, young versus old and city-dwellers versus countrymen. Which opposi-
tions matter, and in which constellation, is subject to continuous change. Whenever 
people experience a shared, place-bound identity, elements that are part of the local 
(for instance language, certain economic activities, festivals, religion) are considered 
‘exclusive and natural’ characteristics (sometimes almost in terms of property) of a 

                      
18 CORNIPS, LEONIE/ JASPERS, JÜRGEN/ DE ROOIJ, VINCENT: The politics of labelling youth 

vernaculars in the Netherlands and Belgium. In: NORTIER, JACOMINE/ SVENDSEN, BENTE A. 
(eds.): Language, Youth and Identity in the 21st Century: Linguistic Practices Across Urban 
Spaces. Cambridge 2015, pp. 45-70. 

19 BLOMMAERT, JAN: The sociolinguistics of globalization. Cambridge 2010.  
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specific group. This way, identity inevitably implicates an equally self-evident distinc-
tion from people from ‘elsewhere’. Making and accentuating differences, therefore, is 
an important condition for feelings of communality. In this process of identification 
and differentiation, both people’s ideas about themselves and about others are in-
volved. Consequently, stereotyping is the basis of the construction of group identities.  

People know exactly what the specifics of their dialect are or what makes their fes-
tivals a unique characteristic of their region. From a linguistic or social-science per-
spective, however, such local particularity has a different appearance. Many linguistic 
and cultural practices that locally are perceived as unique appear to belong to ‘else-
where’ as well. Most people’s scope is too limited to allow for a view of the actual ex-
tent of the areas of most practices, and thus they apparently ‘select’ linguistic and cul-
tural practices from their environment to label these as ‘unique for their community’. 
The province of Limburg, for instance, claimed the recognition of Limburgian as a re-
gional language, and at the same time as the exclusive property of Limburg. From a 
linguistic point of view, however, no such thing as ‘the Limburgian language’ exists. 
No single linguistic phenomenon is used exclusively in Limburg, or all over the prov-
ince.20  

Researching languageculture: 
the integrated study of form, ideology and praxis 

To understand why and how certain linguistic phenomena come to express specific so-
cial meanings, it is necessary to consider how linguistic form and structure, language 
ideology and social praxis are interconnected. It is in the interactions between these 
that languageculture is given shape. As stated above, languageculture is a crucial di-
mension of human existence in producing and reproducing social identities. Lan-
guageculture is best studied by focusing on social events in public space, the place 
where the feeling of belonging takes shape, and where group identities are created. 
Each linguistic act during a public event21 involves the selection of specific linguistic 
elements, and by implication deselection of other elements. To the choices made, new 
social connotations can be attributed time and again. In producing such meaning, peo-
ple lean on experience-based knowledge acquired by linguistic socialization.22 During 
the process of linguistic socialization people learn to link specific linguistic elements 
or varieties to specific (groups of) people, and to specific contexts and places of use. 

                      
20 CORNIPS, LEONIE: Recent developments in the Limburg dialect region. In: HINSKENS, 

FRANS/ TAELDEMAN, JOHAN (eds.): Language and Space: Dutch. An International Handbook 
of Linguistic Variation (= Handbooks of Linguistics and Communication Science, HSK 
30.3.) Berlin, Boston 2013, pp. 378-399. 

21 HANDELMAN, DON: Models and mirrors. Towards an anthropology of public events. Oxford 
1998. 

22 OCHS, ELINOR/ SCHIEFFELIN, BAMBI B.: The Theory of Language Socialization. In: DURAN-
TI, ALESSANDRO/ OCHS, ELINOR/ SCHIEFFELIN, BAMBI B. (eds.): The handbook of language 
socialization. Chichester 2012, pp. 12-21. 
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For an average Dutchman, for instance, the use of the so-called ‘soft’ ‘g’, that is, the 
velar and voiced fricative [ɣ] in onset and velar and unvoiced fricative /x/ in coda posi-
tion will be indexical for the Southern origin of the producer of this sound. Subse-
quently, a new layer of social and cultural meaning may be added to this indexical re-
lation between linguistic form and speaker.23 Then, the southerner’s ‘soft’ ‘g’ is no 
longer merely indexical for a southern origin, but the perceived ‘softness’ of his ‘g’ re-
fers iconically to a ‘softness’ of the speaker: being easy-going, leading a bon-vivant 
lifestyle, and having a sense of community. The perceived ‘hard’ ‘g’, that is the uvular 
and unvoiced /χ/, indexical for a Northern origin, in its turn may be linked to a ‘hard-
ness’ of the Northern speaker: arrogance, impatience, intrusiveness and impoliteness 
are some of the negative characteristics that may be associated with this hardness.  

Fig. 2: The total linguistic fact  

Differences between dialects are never free of social meaning, nor are the differences 
between dialects and the standard language or its regional varieties. In regions where 
economic and political powers are located, like larger cities in the Western Nether-
lands, hardly any extra social meaning is attributed to languagecultural practices. In 
regions outside the power centre, such as Limburg, languagecultural practices may 
substantially contribute to expressing an awareness of local particularity, and may be 
used to comment on established social and political relations. In Limburg, because of 
the great vitality of dialects in the province, probably many ways exist of ‘doing iden-
tity’, but we selected practices that concentrate on spoken, sung and declamatory 
‘Limburgian’ in public events like carnival. Important actors are buuttereedners (hu-

                      
23 ECKERT, PENELOPE: Variation and the indexical field. In: Journal of Sociolinguistics 12:4 

(2008), pp. 453-476. – GAL, SUSAN/ IRVINE, JUDITH: The boundaries of languages and disci-
plines: How ideologies construct difference. In: Social Research, 62:4 (1995), pp. 967-1001. 
– SILVERSTEIN, MICHAEL: Language and the culture of gender. In: MERTZ, ELIZABETH/ 
PARMENTIER, RICHARD J. (eds.): Semiotic Mediation. New York 1985, pp. 219-259. 
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moristic or satirical carnival speakers), singers, bands and carnival societies. The car-
nival setting allows for unconventional choices of linguistic elements to be made in 
order to comment on dominant linguistic or social norms, or to put these into question, 
as we will demonstrate below in our case study about the Getske Boys.24 

In order to answer our research questions, we take all aspects of what SILVERSTEIN25 
calls the total linguistic fact equally seriously: (language) ideology, linguistic form and 
structure, and use of language or linguistic interaction.26 As WOOLARD27 rightfully 
states, many studies of language ideology do not take linguistic form truly seriously. 
The total linguistic fact, which may be represented as a triangle with language ideolo-
gy, linguistic form and language use as its corners, is in those studies actually flattened 
to a line, since the interest is narrowed to the relationship between ideology and the 
social praxis of language use (see Figure 2). With SILVERSTEIN,28 WOOLARD,29 and 
ECKERT,30 we want to give linguistic form as it takes shape in linguistic practices its 
rightful place in the research into the construction of local identities. The analysis of in 
situ selection of linguistic elements provides an insight in how linguistic choices are 
made under influence of internalized norms and values, but also in how and why peo-
ple stand up to established categories and dominant ideologies. An analytical interest 
in linguistic form also brings into focus the body that produces language: totally unex-
pected or unconventional utterances are particularly able to evoke physical responses 
in speakers or listeners, which may have strong effects in the elaboration of identities. 
Such dynamics compel us to amend established concepts and research methods, to find 
new, interdisciplinary ways in which the various sensibilities of linguistic, sociolin-
guistic and anthropological research may complement each other.  

                      
24 CORNIPS, LEONIE/ DE ROOIJ, VINCENT: Belonging through Languagecultural Practices in the 

Periphery. The Politics of Carnival in the Dutch Province of Limburg. In: Anthropological 
Journal of European Cultures 24:1 (2015), pp. 83-101. 

25 SILVERSTEIN, MICHAEL: Language and the culture of gender. In: MERTZ, ELIZABETH/ PAR-
MENTIER, RICHARD J. (eds.): Semiotic Mediation. New York 1985, pp. 219-259. 

26 For other attempts to do so see also: CORNIPS, LEONIE/ DE ROOIJ, VINCENT: Selfing and oth-
ering through categories of race, place, and language among minority youths in Rotterdam, 
The Netherlands. In: SIEMUND, PETER/ GOGOLIN, INGRID/ DAVYDOVA, JULIA/ SCHULZ, 
MONIKA (eds.): Multilingualism and language contact in urban areas: Acquisition – Devel-
opment – Teaching – Communication. Amsterdam 2013. – CORNIPS, LEONIE/ DE ROOIJ, 
VINCENT, 2015 (as annot. 24) 

27 WOOLARD, KATHRIN A.: Why dat now?: Linguistic-anthropological contributions to the ex-
planation of sociolinguistic icons and change. In: Journal of Sociolinguistics 12:4 (2008), pp. 
432-452.  

28 SILVERSTEIN, MICHAEL: Language and the culture of gender. In: MERTZ, ELIZABETH/ PAR-
MENTIER, RICHARD J. (eds.): Semiotic Mediation. New York 1985, pp. 219-259. 

29 WOOLARD, KATHRIN A.: Why dat now?: Linguistic-anthropological contributions to the ex-
planation of sociolinguistic icons and change. In: Journal of Sociolinguistics 12:4 (2008), pp. 
432-452.  

30 ECKERT, PENELOPE: Variation and the indexical field. In: Journal of Sociolinguistics 12:4 
(2008), pp. 453-476. 
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Linguistic markers of being a Limburgian 

Taking all three aspects of the total linguistic fact seriously, and studying these in their 
mutual interrelationships, we will demonstrate in this article how linguistic appropria-
tion may function, and how local identity may be made and conveyed by combining 
cultural and linguistic forms. For this purpose, we analyze the carnivalesque 2010 
summer hit “Naar Talia” (to Italy) by the Heerlen Getske Boys. The Getske Boys per-
formed their hit mainly in the town of Heerlen and its surroundings, but the song was 
also immediately published on YouTube, where it has been viewed 80,228 times 
since).31 In the song, the Getske Boys combine a specific linguistic particularity that is 
experienced as typical of Heerlen or Limburg, with a typically Limburgian cultural 
form, the carnival hit. From those linguistic features that in Heerlen/Limburg are seen 
as characteristic for the own dialect, they have selected the doen+infinitive 
(do+infinitive) form for their parodies. The doen+infinitive construction combines the 
infinitive form of a verb with the auxiliary doen: ‘Ik doe werken’ (I do workinf) or ‘Hij 
doet afwassen’ (He does washinf dishes).32 To speakers of English, such use of ‘do’ 
may sound familiar, but it is alien to standard Dutch. That this type of sentences in 
Limburg is perceived as ‘typically belonging to our dialect’ became clear during the 
fieldwork for the Syntactic Atlas of Dutch Dialects (Syntactische Atlas van de Neder-
landse Dialecten, Barbiers e.a. 2008).33 The question whether the above doen+infinitive 
was part of the local dialect was answered by the Heerlen respondent:  

Das typisch aan de zuidelijke kant van Heerlen. Beetje Kerkraadse invloed is dat. Die doen 
dat doen derbij. De Duitsers doen het ook in hun dialect.  

This is typical for Heerlen’s South. Is it an influence from Kerkrade. They add this doen. 
Germans do the same in their dialect. 

Yet, according to the Vaals respondent:  

De kinger in school die bruiken dat veul. In Vaals zegge de kinger ik doe tekene. Mijn moeder 
doet koke. Mijn moeder doet wasse en dat kande best in onse plat maar is verkeerd. Maar ver 
zoue dat zegge de kinger doent hier niet voetballe.34 

School children use it a lot. In Vaals, the children say ‘Ik doe tekenen’ [I do drawinf], ‘Mijn 
moeder doet koke’ [my mother does cookinf], ‘Mijn moeder doet wasse’ [My mother does 
washinf]. In our dialect, it is possible to say things like that, although it is wrong. But we 

                      
31 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QToKL91O8ro: Number of views on March 17, 2017.  
32 CORNIPS, LEONIE: Habitual doen in Heerlen Dutch. In: TIEKEN-BOON VAN OSTADE, INGRID/ 

VAN DER WAL, MARIJKE/ VAN LEUVENSTEIJN, ARJAN (eds.): DO in English, Dutch and 
German. History and present-day variation. Amsterdam, Münster 1998, pp. 83-110. 

33 BARBIERS, SJEF/ VAN DER AUWERA, JOHAN/ BENNIS, HANS/ BOEF, EEFJE/ DE VOGELAER, 
GUNTHER/ VAN DER HAM, MARGREET: Syntactische atlas van de Nederlandse dialecten Deel 
II/ Syntactic atlas of the Dutch dialects Volume II. Amsterdam 2008. 

34 The orthography is copied from BARBIERS, SJEF/ VAN DER AUWERA, JOHAN / BENNIS, 
HANS/ BOEF, EEFJE/ DE VOGELAER, GUNTHER/ VAN DER HAM, MARGREET: Syntactische 
atlas van de Nederlandse dialecten Deel II/ Syntactic atlas of the Dutch dialects Volume II. 
Amsterdam 2008.  
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would say it that way, ‘de kinger doent hier niet voetballe’ [the children do not here playinf 
football]. 

The geographical distribution (see Figure 3), however, shows that this linguistic ele-
ment, which is experienced as local in Heerlen and Vaals (and some other places) is 
certainly not bound to local or provincial borders, but is part of many dialects in the 
Netherlands.35 

Fig. 3: Geographical distribution (bigger dots) of the doen+infinitive construction in 
the dialects of the Netherlands.36 

Before discussing the Getske Boys in detail, we will briefly delineate Heerlen’s lin-
guistic and sociocultural context. Heerlen, a town of 90,000 inhabitants when doing 
fieldwork at the end of the 1980s, has a special place in the history of Limburg. In the 
period from 1899 to 1930, as a consequence of the upcoming mining industry – at the 
time something entirely new for the Netherlands – so many Dutch and foreign immi-
grants settled in Heerlen that they outnumbered the Heerlen-born population.  

Before the arrival of the coal industry, the Heerlen language situation was rather 
homogenous: like everywhere in Limburg, people spoke the local dialect. The arrival 
of the mining industry changed this: Highly-educated workers, mainly civil servants 
from the Western Netherlands, brought the standard Dutch to Heerlen. In public life, 
the Heerlen dialect gave way to Dutch colored by the Heerlen dialect.37  Table 1 gives 

                      
35 BARBIERS et al., 2008 (as annot. 33). 
36 BARBIERS et al., 2008 (as annot. 33). 
37 CORNIPS, 1998 (as annot. 32).  
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an impression of the pace at which the part of the Heerlen population born outside 
Limburg became a majority: by 1930 their share was 54.7 percent.  

year  Number of  
Heerlen inhabitants 

% born in  
Limburg 

% born outside of 
Limburg 

1899   6.312 87,8 12,1 
1920 33.014 47,8 51,1 
1930 46.917 45,3 54,7 

Tab. 1: change of the Heerlen population structure between 1899 and 193038 

The heterogeneous language situation forced the original dialect speakers to speak 
Dutch besides their dialect. Research in the sixties showed that children of dialect-
speaking parents no longer had the Heerlen dialect as their mother tongue. WEIJNEN39 
showed that in Heerlen less dialect was spoken in comparison to other cities and towns 
in Limburg.40 Dutch and the Heerlen dialect, of course, do not exist in Heerlen as two 
discrete objects. The rapid language shift Heerlen went through lead to many dialect 
influences in the Dutch as it is spoken in Heerlen. The language contact situation, after 
all, has resulted in (i) a loss of functions for the dialect, (ii) a decrease of the number of 
dialect speakers, and (iii) interference of linguistic characteristics of the local dialect 
into standard Dutch. The next paragraph further elaborates on Heerlen Dutch, and in 
particular on the place of the doen+infinitive construction therein.  

Language ideology in linguistic research of the spoken  
Dutch in Heerlen 

Under the influence of higher-educated immigrants from the Western Netherlands, 
ideas on the status of dialect-speaking changed: speaking standard Dutch became the 
norm. Yet, neither Heerlen-born inhabitants nor immigrants from abroad were able to 
meet this norm: they spoke, from a standard-Dutch normative perspective, an imper-
fect Dutch, or Heerlen Dutch, so to say a regional Dutch strongly influenced by dia-
lect. 
Between 1989 and 1991, CORNIPS collected a corpus of Dutch as spoken in Heerlen. 
The corpus consists of 33,5 hours of tape recordings of free conversations of 67 adults 
born and raised in Heerlen. The notion of free conversation entails that two informants 

                      
38 DIETEREN, REMIGIUS O.F.M.: De migratie in de mijnstreek 1900-1935. Bijdragen tot de 

sociale en economische geschiedenis van het zuiden van Nederland (IX). Nijmegen 1962. – 
SOCIOGRAM. Published by the municipality of Heerlen 1986. 

39 WEIJNEN, ANTONIUS: Sociodialectische onderzoekingen in Limburg. In: DAAN, JO/ WEI-
JNEN, ANTONIUS (eds.): Taalsociologie. Bijdragen en Mededelingen der dialectencommissie 
van de Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen XXXII (1967), pp. 16-31. 

40 In the late sixties, Heerlen 26.8 percent of the children in the survey spoke dialect, against 
83.7 percent in Maastricht, 71.5 percent in Venlo and 60 percent in Weert. 
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have been speaking with each other for one hour.41 This type of discourse, conversa-
tion between adult speakers, evokes doen+infinitive constructions such as in (1), but 
not imperative sentences such as in (2a), nor question sentences such as in (2b): 

(1) a. vroeger hebben we vroeger hebben we geëxerceerd op het terrein 
van van de Glasmij maar de Glasmij die is ja weg () en toen zijn 
nou gaan ze daar marcheren () daar zit exerci daar doen ze oefenen 
(31: dhr Duif) 

   
  before, we, before, we exercised on the Glasmij precincts, But this 

Glasmij, well, they are gone () and then they, well, they do the 
marching there now, there is the excerci..., there they exercise 
(daar doen ze oefenen – there do they excersiceinf) 

   
 b. die zijn ook zelf tuin die eh die die kun ik heb dat ook uit gepro-

beerd dus je heb doe ik ook stekken maar je kunt ze ook marecote-
ren als je weet wat dat is (25: dhr Menen) 

   
  They themselves are also garden… that, well, that that can, I tried it 

myself as well, so you have, what I do too, slipping, but the other 
option is marcoting, if you know what that is (doe ik ook stekken – 
do I too slipinf) 

   
(2) a. Doe (me) even de ramen lappen 

Take a moment to clean (me) the windows (Do (me) a while the 
windows cleaninf) 

   
 b. Doe jij elke avond dansen? 
  Do you dance every evening? (Do you every evening danceinf) 
   

In linguistic literature, the constructions in both (1) and (2) are regarded as periphrastic 
utterances in which doen is used to circumvent syntactical or morphological complexi-
ty. In such sentences the inflection (number, person and tense) is carried by doen in-
stead of the verbs oefenen (exercise) and stekken (slip, of plants) in respectively (1a) 
and (1b). According to NUIJTENS,42 the use of doen is most often seen in combination 
with composed verbs (or related expressions) that could cause trouble in conjugation, 
such as kopjeduikelen (turn somersaults), bokspringen (play leapfrog), zandhappen 
(eat dust), slootjespringen (leap ditches) and stofzuigen (vacuum, as a verb). Quoting 
NUIJTENS43: 

                      
41 CORNIPS, 1998 (as annot. 32).  
42 NUIJTENS, EMILE: De tweetalige mens. Assen 1962, pp. 151, 155. 
43 NUIJTENS, 1962 (as annot. 42), p. 156. 
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(...) doen [is] a powerful instrument for the bilingual to stay on the right track when using 
conjugation. He avoids the slippery path of verbal morphology, preferring a detour to reach 
his goal, choosing the safe side-road of paraphrase. [Transl. by the authors] 

Furthermore, NUIJTENS notes that the use of doen is found among children and mainly 
among women.44 Linguistic scholar DUINHOVEN writes about language users who do 
not need to use the doen+infinitive construction:45 

Experienced (italics by authors) language users, however, have no trouble with a larger com-
plexity of form; they don’t need the ease of the description using doen. [For them,] the con-
struction is only laborious. [Transl. by the authors]  

The above linguists apparently attribute stereotypes to speakers who use doen+infini-
tive: they describe them as female, children, and, above all, lacking competence.  

The Syntactic Atlas of Dutch Dialects46 shows that doen+infinitive is used in large 
parts of the Netherlands. Also in German vernacular the construction is used. But, as in 
the Netherlands, the doen+infinitive construction is not considered part of the standard 
language. AUER states that the absence of this construction is a consequence of lan-
guage standardization, language ideology and language politics:  

due to a conscious process of purification of the language (…) it was purged of its supposed-
ly illogical or superfluous aspects (…). So what basically seems to be a ‘natural’ tendency is 
kept from spreading into the most prestigious spoken variant by a deliberate act.47 

To conclude this paragraph, it becomes apparent from the above literature that (i) no 
difference in meaning is expected between sentences with doen and their complements 
without doen; (ii) for the speaker doen+infinitive constructions merely are ‘passing 
places’ in dealing with composite verbs, and (iii) the adult speaker whose grammar 
comprises the doen+infinitive is ‘as a child’, an ‘inexperienced user of language’ and 
unable to express syntactic and/or morphologic complexity. As a consequence of such 
‘observations’ and ‘explanations,’ the doen+infinitive construction has hardly been 
given serious attention in scholarly literature. Doen, from the perspective of normative 
standard Dutch, is still analyzed as a semantically empty verb;48 consequently, 
doen+infinitive and its users remain stigmatized from a linguistic perspective.  

                      
44 NUIJTENS, 1962 (as annot. 42), p. 153.  
45 DUINHOVEN, ANTONIUS M.: Het hulpwerkwoord doen heeft afgedaan. Forum der Letteren 

35:2 (1994), p. 121. 
46 BARBIERS et al., 2008 (as annot. 33). 
47 AUER, PETER: Non-standard evidence in syntactic typology: Methodological remarks on the 

use of dialect data vs. spoken language data. In: KORTMANN, BERND (ed.): Dialectology 
meets typology: Dialect grammar from a cross-linguistic perspective. Berlin 2004, p. 74. 

48 GIESBERS, HERMAN: Doe jij lief spelen? Notities over het perifrastisch doen. Mededelingen 
van de Nijmeegse Centrale voor Dialect- en Naamkunde 19 (1983-1984), pp. 57-64. –  
TIEKEN-BOON VAN OSTADE, INGRID: The origin and development of periphrastic auxiliary 
do. A case of destigmatisation. Nowele 16 (1990), pp. 3-52. 
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The habitual aspects of ‘doen’ 

The only systematic research into the use of doen+infinitive is the work by CORNIPS 
(1998)49 on the Dutch spoken in Heerlen. From the corpus collected it was established 
that 18 out of the 67 speakers involved in the study together produced 33 doen+infini-
tive tokens. In addition, the analysis demonstrated that, unlike the above research col-
ored by language ideology supposes, sentences with and without doen, do differ se-
mantically. The use of doen+infinitive, therefore, cannot be reduced to linguistic in-
competence of the speakers. Doen+infinitive is only used when the subject has the 
thematic function of agent, as in (3a); the construction, however is ungrammatical in 
combination with intransitive verbs taking subjects with the thematic role of pa-
tient/experiencer and, hence, not with the thematic role of agens), as in (3b): 

   
(3) a. Jan doet werken (Jan does workinf) 
 b. *Jan doet sterven (*Jan does dieinf) 
   

More importantly, doen+infinitive sentences, unlike their complements without doen, 
express a habitual aspect. In Heerlen Dutch doen+infinitive expresses that the activity 
doen expresses does not occur incidentally, but regularly: it is an established habit of 
the person the subject in the sentence refers to. One good example is the use of 
doen+infinitive in conditional ‘if/when...then’ sentences:  

   
(4)  als je nou met zo’n beest gaat wandelen en je komt terug en het 

heeft geregend en dan doe ik hem föhnen dat vindt die heerlijk 
   
  if you are walking the animal, and then come back and it has been 

raining, then I blow-dry him, he really likes that [dan doe ik hem 
föhnen: then I do blow-dryinf him] 

   
In this case, the dog is only blow-dried if it has been raining during a walk. Doen also 
often appears together with time adjuncts such as elke week (weekly) and ‘s zaterdags 
en ‘s zondags (on Saturdays and Sundays): 

   
(5)  maar dat is niet alleen eh het schuttersgebeuren, het uittreden of 

wat, maar we hebben elke week kienen dus de schutterij die doet 
kienen dat brengt de centen op 

   
  but, there is more to it than the militia-thing as such, the public per-

formances and the like, but, we have also the weekly keno-playing. 
So, the militia organizes keno-playing, which brings in the cash 
(doet kienen: does kenoinf) 

                      
49 CORNIPS, 1998 (as annot. 32). 
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In standard Dutch, it is impossible to express habitual aspect with an auxiliary verb, 
but an adverb of frequency is required, such as altijd (always), vaak (often) of elke 
week (every week).50 In the corpus of Heerlen Dutch two minimal pairs are found (see 
(6) and (7)) which demonstrate that speakers produce the same verbs, vissen (to fish) 
and nakijken (in this context: to check) with and without doen, and that sentences with 
doen express an habitual aspect (examples (6a) and (7a)) and that sentences without 
doen express an incidental activity (examples (6b) and (7b)): 

   
(6) a. ...een  jongen (...) doet ook vissen... (19: Cor) 
  …a boy  (…) does also fishing (doet ook vissen: does also fishinf) 
   
 b. ...hij vist  ook wel eens... (19: Cor) 
  … once in a while he goes fishing 
   
(7) a. ...die doet me die auto altijd nakijken... (35: mr. Arends) 
  … he does always check my car (he does me the car 

always checkinf) 
   
 b. ...ik heb vandaag nog eens alles nagekeken... (35: mr. Arends) 
  …today, I have checked everything once more 
   

With the knowledge of this specific meaning of doen+infinitive in Heerlen Dutch, we 
will use the case of the Getske Boys’ carnival hit ‘Naar Talia’ to demonstrate how lo-
cal identities can be made and conveyed in a specific form of languageculture.  

The serious playing of the Getske Boys 

The Getske Boys are a trio consisting of two brothers and their brother-in-law.51 They 
are regulars of the fictitious café ‘Getske’, where conversation covers three topics on-
ly: beer, girls and soccer. These, therefore, are the subjects the Getske Boys sing about. 
In 2008, they had their first national carnival hit with ‘Oh Temara’ (theme: girls). In 
2009, the song ‘Insjchudde’ (pour out) came out (theme: beer); a soccer song is still 
due. In ‘Naar Talia’ both girls and beer are important topics.  

                      
50 Please note that the digital ANS (Algemene Nederlandse Spraakkunst, General Dutch Gram-

mar) is ambivalent in its analysis of the doen+infinitive construction. At the one hand doen 
has, according to the ANS, “a descriptive function, that is to say that it enables using an infin-
itive without adding anything to the meaning of that infinitive.” And next the ANS states 
“This doen is mainly used in sentences that indicate that the act that is spoken of is practiced 
regularly or habitually”: http://ans.ruhosting.nl/e-ans/18/05/04/10/04/body.html).  

51 The below histories of the Getske Boys and the carnival trio Demi Sec is mainly based on 
their own websites, http://www.getske.nl/index.htm (last, accessed March 5, 2012; not acces-
sible anymore) and http://www.demi-sec.nl ( 22. 3. 2017, temporarily under construction). 
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Fig. 4: the Getske Boys https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QToKL91O8ro 

The trio had already some fame as carnivalesque figures in Heerlen, under the name 
‘Demi Sec’: three ‘dry’ characters in black with white faces. Before the Getske Boys 
were called into life, Demi Sec had been a regular part of the Heerlen carnival parade 
for years. In contrast to Demi Sec, the Getske Boys are not ‘dry’ at all. Bottles in their 
hands, gold-covered, in suits and with hairdos that defy mainstream taste, they are fig-
uratively flooding: everything is ‘too much’ or ‘overdone’. They play vulgar plebeian 
figures, who let it all hang out in every respect, personifications of bad taste. In brief, 
they are one big parody. But what exactly is parodied, and why, is not immediately 
clear of self-evident .52  

In his book ‘Homo Ludens’ (1952),53 JOHAN HUIZINGA pointed at the importance, in 
all times and places, of the playful and jocular in culture. The gigantic prominence of 
soccer and other sports in today’s world illustrates the lasting importance of playful el-
ements in everyday life. In our argument, we focus on the playful forms within the arts 
of theatre, drama and music. These forms of playing are based on exaggeration and the 
exorbitant, cultural forms that are inextricably bound to carnival and the carnivalesque.  

Carnival and its ‘inhabitants’, the jester, the swindler, the horny priest, the de-
formed, the scoundrel, are the objects of a vast literature. In anthropological terms, 
these carnivalesque figures are ‘betwixt and between’, figures of the margin in the lit-

                      
52 CORNIPS/ DE ROOIJ, 2015 (as annot. 24). 
53 HUIZINGA, JOHAN: Homo Ludens. Haarlem 1952 [1938].  
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eral sense of the word, figure outside the normal order. The personae play with reality, 
they make fun of elite and scum alike, holding a mirror up to society. Because of this, 
carnival entails a more serious, politically flavored undertone as well. Therefore, car-
nival, or the carnivalesque in a wider sense, offers scholars a possibility to find out 
what issues are at stake in a society. To do so, one should pay attention to exactly 
those elements that are exaggerated, blown up. In the Getske Boys’ case, this is, 
among other things, the figure of the bigwig dignitary that belongs to the official, insti-
tutionalized carnival association,54 a figure with both physical and linguistic character-
istics.55 That the look of the Getske Boys is ‘blown up’ springs immediately into 
view.56 From the linguistic perspective, the codes are explicit as/ and each listener is 
able to note that the boys are playing with language. In this article, we want to make 
explicit how language and ritual mutually reinforce each other, in order to clarify 
‘what game is played here’. We want to demonstrate how languageculture research of-
fers an added value in comparison to using two independent disciplinary perspectives 
that keep language and culture separate.  

In their song ‘Naar Talia’ the Getske Boys use the auxiliary doen extensively: in the 
4.21 minutes song, the construction doen+infinitive occurs six times. Being a Heerlen 
trio, it appears for a moment as if the song were sung in dialect. But the next moment 
one realizes that this is not dialect, but a kind of Dutch, Heerlen Dutch maybe? But, to 
be Heerlen Dutch, doen is used far too often: the Getske Boys exaggerate.57 It begins 
right in the first verse (8):  

   
(8)  “Ken je Genaro Clementaro die tot voor ’n jaar of twee bij 

de La Veneziana ijsjes draaien dee” 
   
  Do you know Gennaro Clementaro, Who, until some two  

years ago, Prepared [literally ‘turned’] icecream at the  
La Veneziana? 
(ijsjes draaien dee – icecream turninf did) 

   
In this verse, doen+infinitive is used exactly as in the corpus Heerlen Dutch. The sub-
ject Genaro Clementaro is the agent and at the same time, the verse localizes the con-
text as Heerlen: La Veneziana is Heerlen’s first and most celebrated ice-cream parlor. 

                      
54 CORNIPS / DE ROOIJ, 2015 (as annot. 24). 
55 As the Getske Boys told us (LC/VdR) during a half-day group interview with the Getske 

Boys (afternoon of 11 May 2013). 
56 Possibly, the Getske Boys stage a caricature of ‘the Hollander’, in the perception of the Lim-

burgian carnival celebrator the ultimate ‘anti-carnivalesque’ figure (see WIJERS, CARLA: 
Prinsen & clowns in het Limburgse narrenrijk. Het carnaval in Simpelveld en Roermond 
1945-1992. Amsterdam 1995.) The irony at stake is that from this same ‘authentically’ Lim-
burgian perspective, they, as Heerlen inhabitants, in fact are Hollanders themselves (see also 
below).  

57 ‘Exaggeration’ was concluded from a comparison with the18 tokens in the 33,5 hours of re-
cordings in the corpus Heerlen Dutch. 
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Therefore, the doen+infinitive here, draaien dee (turninf did) expresses habitual aspect 
since this is what ice-sellers do in an ice-cream parlor.  
Also in the verses to follow, doen+infinitive is used: repetition is the first means to 
blow things up, to stage a caricature of Heerlen Dutch. But unlike in the first fragment, 
the Getske Boys also use doen+infinitive in, according to the norm explained above, 
grammatically deviant ways.58 The grammatically ‘incorrect’ is used in two ways: 

First, the boys ridicule the combination doen+infinitive by combining doen with a 
grammatically incorrect type of verb. In the second verse (9) they sing: 

   
(9)  “Die doet woone in Rome…” 

He does liveinf in Rome… 
He lives in Rome… 

   
This is ungrammatical, because a verb in a doen+infinitive sentence needs an agent as 
its subject. The verb wonen (to live) is intransitive and takes hebben (have) as an auxil-
iary of tense. At first sight, this suggests that the verb wonen takes a subject as agent. 
But, if this were the case, wonen should be able to appear in an impersonal passive 
form, like an intransitive verb such as lachen (to laugh). The grammatical difference 
between the intransitive verb lachen and and wonen demonstrates that the latter verb is 
unable to take an agent as its subject:  

   
(10) a. Er wordt gelachen (door Jan) 
  There is being laughed (by Jan) 
   
 b. *Er wordt gewoond (door Jan) 
  *There is being lived (by Jan) 
   

The third verse says:  
   
(11) a. “Doe de spjaghetti maar vas maake…” 
  Do the spaghetti better already prepareinf 
  Better prepare the spaghetti already… 

In (11) doen+infinitive is used in an imperative expression, something not found in the 
corpus.  

And next: (refrain, 2x): 
   
(12) a. “Met de Camaro naar Genaro doen we blaaze voor een weekendje 

of twee” 
   

                      
58 With ungrammatical we mean inconsistent with the ways doen+infinitive is used in the corpus 

spoken Dutch in Heerlen CORNIPS, 1998 (as annot. 32). The utterances presented in this arti-
cle were also brought in during a presentation at a Tilburg seminar (17. 1. 2012), where at-
tendants speaking a Limburgian dialect as a first language or a first second language judged 
them as grammatically deviant, too.  
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  With the Camaro to Genaro, that implies some two weekends of 
blazing59 (doen we blaaze – do we blaze) 

Hier doen+infinitive expresses an incidental activity instead of habitual aspect. 
In verse (13) the Getske Boys sing:  

   
(13)  “Vroeg aan Sophia: O cara mia 
  Of ze nederlands sjpreeke dee” 
   
  Asked Sophia: O cara mia 

Whether she could speak Dutch 
(Of ze nederlands sjpreeke dee – Whether she Dutch speaking did) 

   
Here doen+infinitive, in this case sjpreeke dee (speakinf did) indicates and activity, 
‘speaking Dutch’ which is done regularly or usually. So, the sentence in (13) expresses 
habitual aspect. 

‘Naar Talia’ comprises more language play, further strengthening the parody on 
Heerlen identity by mixing another characteristics of Heerlen dialect into Dutch to cre-
ate an exaggerate Heerlen Dutch: the use of palatal, postalveolar fricative [ʃ]. For the 
song, a large number of Dutch words was selected that can absorb the /sj/ sound as 
spoken in dialect, thus ridiculing the Heerlen Dutch: Sjenaro, sjcore (scoren – to 
score),60 sjnee (snee – cut, cleft), sjpreeke (spreken – to speak), knoflooksjcheete 
(knoflookscheten – garlic farts), zjweete (zweten – to sweat) en mijn oude die lag slech 
(mijn ouder was ziek – my parent was ill) dus ik denk ik sjteek (steek - light) een 
kaarsje aan (so I think let’s light a candle). Furthermore, in ‘Naar Talia’ the Heerlen 
Dutch pronunciation is mixed with English, playing with the ambiguity between the 
sexually loaded English cum and the dialect verb kum (to come): 

   
(14)  Talia, heer wie [kʌm] 

Talia here we cum/come 
   

and with Italian: 
   
(15)  Buona notte, lekker votte met zo’n veeter in de sjnee  

Buona notte, nice bums, with that thong in the cleft 
   

In (16) the Getske boys, strikingly, produce the infinitives susiare (instead of scusare) 
rather than inflected auxiliaries mi scusi, non parlo. This suggests foreigner talk: 

   
(16)  “Vroeg aan Sophia,  

O Cara Mia – of ze nederlands sjpreeke dee,  
Mi scusiare non parlare dus daar kan jeeeeeeeeeeee…  

                      
59 ‘Blazing´ referring to speeding with a car.  
60 First the equivalent in standard Dutch, then the translation into English. 
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dus niente mee.” 
   
  Asked Sophia, 

O cara mia – whether she could speak Dutch 
Mi scusiare non parlare, so all you can do with that is niente 

   
  (of ze nederlands sjpreeke dee – whether she Dutch speakinf did) 
   

One thing the Getske Boys do is use the auxiliary doen and the palatal [ʃ] as markers 
of the Heerlen identity. Apart from that, they play with language resources in a jocular 
manner, mixing English and Italian into Heerlen Dutch. The question remains what 
message the Getske Boys want to convey  

During an interview on TV Limburg (in 2009) the Getske Boys were asked which 
dialect they spoke. “Beschaafd Heerlens” – “Civilized Heerlenian” was the carni-
valesque answer. “And that’s not a dialect, it is a language. Scientists have established 
such in person”. Here the boys implicitly referred to the Cornips research project and 
the popular publication on the basis of this research: ‘Heerlens Nederlands’ (2003). 
The issue – ‘Heerlen language’ and the debate about its status – refers, as described 
above, to the history of Heerlen as the centre of the Eastern Limburg mining area. Un-
der the influence of higher-educated people from the Western Netherlands who occu-
pied the higher positions in the mining industry, the ideas on the status of speaking 
dialect changed. Speaking standard Dutch became the norm, a norm that native Heer-
len inhabitants and immigrants from abroad were unable to meet: From the normative 
standard Dutch perspective, they spoke an ‘imperfect Dutch’, or Heerlen Dutch. 

This view on Heerlen Dutch does not only exist in the eyes of ‘Hollanders’ and 
people in Heerlen: also inhabitants of other parts of Limburg share this view, although 
the latter do so from a ‘dialect-normative perspective’. The following names given to 
Heerlen Dutch in Limburgian (L) and Dutch (D) are illustrative: Steenkolenhollands 
(D – Coal Dutch), Huillands (D – ‘Dutch that makes one cry’), Hollands mit knoe-
belen (L – Dutch with knots/knobs), Misjmasj (L – mixture), Kuil-Hollands (D) of Ko-
elhollendsj (L – Mine/Miners’ Dutch, kuil/koel is dialect for ‘mine’) and Verheerlenst 
dialect (D - Dialect gone Heerlen).  

Those nicknames are telling names: the variety is first and foremost ‘Dutch’ in 
character. Steenkolenhollands, Kuilhollands or koelhollendsj (Coal Dutch and Miners’ 
Dutch) directly refer to the economic circumstances from which Heerlen Dutch origi-
nated: the emergence and expansion of the mining industry in the region. Steen-
kolenhollands (Coal Dutch) speaks for itself. The composite Huillands (Dutch that 
makes one cry) indicates the poor quality of Heerlen Dutch as compared to standard 
Dutch. Also Hollands mit knoebele (Dutch with knots) points at Heerlen Dutch being a 
Dutch ‘with disorders’. Misjmasj (mixture) expresses that, in Heerlen, standard Dutch 
became intermingled with elements from other varieties such as the Heerlen dialect, 
but probably also elements from other languages like Polish or Italian. The label Ver-
heerlenst dialect (Dialect gone Heerlen) refers to the Heerlen, or Limburgian, dialect 
as the source of Heerlen Dutch.  
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The above nicknames accentuate the ‘impurity’ of the language, as does the name 
Heerlen Dutch itself).61 The main thing all the nicknames express is that the variety in-
volved is an anomaly, a language outside the existing language order: it is neither a 
language – Dutch – nor a dialect. This positions Heerlen Dutch ‘at the margin’, a lan-
guage betwixt and between, neither fish nor fowl. Its ‘in-betweenness’ to a large extent 
already explains the language’s potential for carnival parody and carnivalesque play, 
putting prejudice and stereotypes into question.  

With ‘Naar Talia’, the Getske Boys do not intend to address speakers of standard 
Dutch, nor speakers from ‘outside Limburg’. The carnivalesque character makes the 
song mainly appeal to Limburgians, or, somewhat broader, to a public ‘below the big 
rivers’, the area in the Netherlands where carnival is widely celebrated. Being local ce-
lebrities, they will have the Heerlen population as their main public. Yet, for the 
Getske Boys, the non-Limburgian Dutch and non-Heerlen Limburgians play a crucial 
role as invisible localizers,62 enabling the boys to make their point. As absent others, 
these people and their supposed norms are what the singers relate to. The Getske Boys 
use ‘Naar Talia’ and their appearance to question dominant ideas in society about what 
is correct and what is wrong, real or fake, pure or polluted. Such ideas, including ideas 
about how carnival should be properly celebrated, remain below the surface, but nev-
ertheless steer processes of judging people, and processes of inclusion and exclusion.  

The flexible linguistic variation space: linguistic form and  
language ideology 

The combined anthropologic and sociolinguistic study of languageculture offers an es-
sential insight in the how and why of language variation and language change. One last 
time, we recapitulate the use of doen+infinitive by the Getske Boys. They select a lin-
guistic form that is indexical for incompetent and childish speakers, and exaggerate 
this form by giving it deviant semantical properties. Apparently aware of the possibili-
ties the construction offers for language play, the Getske Boys broaden the internalized 
norms for the use of doen+infinitive, and the norms for its denotations in particular. In 
doing so, they stretch the variation space pertaining to the construction. In the band’s 
language play, doen+infinitive no longer expresses only habitual aspect as it does in 
the corpus– but the construction is also used in statements that indicate that the action 
at issue is one-off. When looking at the way speakers give the doen+infinitive con-
struction shape in linguistic practices in the public domain, such linguistic structures 
apparently are not unchangeable and stable, but rather flexible phenomena. It is cer-

                      
61 Or a detailed discussion of the political character of names given to language varieties, see 

CORNIPS, LEONIE/ JASPERS, JÜRGEN/ DE ROOIJ, VINCENT: The politics of labelling youth 
vernaculars in the Netherlands and Belgium. In: NORTIER, JACOMINE/ SVENDSEN, BENTE A. 
(eds.): Language, Youth and Identity in the 21st Century: Linguistic Practices Across Urban 
Spaces. Cambridge 2015, pp. 45-70. 

62 BAUMANN, GERD: Ritual implicates ‘Others’: Rereading Durkheim in a plural society. In: DE 
COPPET, DANIEL (ed.): Understanding Rituals. London 1992, pp. 97-116. 
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tainly conceivable that linguistic norms created at public events affect speakers’ inter-
nalized linguistic norms.63 Evidence of this is the answer given by the Heerlen inform-
ant in the project Syntactic Atlas of the Dutch Dialects:64 The informant answers con-
firmatory when asked whether the sentence (17) 

   
(17)  ‘Ik doe wel even de kopjes afwassen’  

I do willingly in a while the cups washinf up (I am willing to wash 
up the cups in a while) 

   
is part of the Heerlen dialect, though the activity expressed in the predicate is one-off. 
doen+infinitive is combined here with the adverbs wel even (wel here expressing 
agreement or willingness, even – in a while). Furthermore, we may notice that in giv-
ing acceptability judgments, the informant shows more tolerance with regard to 
doen+infinitive than the actual use does, that is to say the use in every-day speech of 
adult speakers. This shows that linguistic form or structure, language ideology and lin-
guistic interaction are inseparably interconnected in the process of social semiosis.  

Concluding remarks 

This article has made a start with the interdisciplinary study of ‘languageculture’, an 
approach to language and culture that gives ideology, linguistic and cultural forms, and 
practice each its rightful place and studies their mutual relationships.65 An integrated 
analysis of an in situ selection of linguistic and cultural elements provides us with in-
sights into how these choices stem from internalized norms and values, as well as how 
people relate to established categories and hegemonic ideologies. An interdisciplinary 
approach may demonstrate that reconsidering established concepts and research meth-
ods may be needed, giving an impetus to explore new fields. In such research, the 
strengths of linguistic, socio-linguistic and anthropological methods will complement 
and reinforce each other.  

We are convinced that the interdisciplinary character of our languagecultural stud-
ies will prove fruitful. From an anthropological perspective, a careful linguistic analy-
sis of processes of selection and deselection of linguistic elements is indispensable in 
issues of identity formation in languageculture. For, as BLOMMAERT66 observes, lan-
guage is “(…) an extremely sensitive diagnostic of broader social and cultural process-

                      
63 CORNIPS, LEONIE: The no man’s land between syntax and variationist sociolinguistics: The 

case of idiolectal variability. In: ADLI, ARIA/ GARCÍA GARCÍA, MARCO/ KAUFMANN, GÖZ 
(eds.): Variation in Language: System- and Usage-based Approaches. 2015, pp. 147-172. – 
MUYSKEN, PIETER: Talen. De toren van Babel. Amsterdam 1999, p. 72. 

64 See map II above, BARBIERS et al., 2008 (as annot. 33). 
65 CORNIPS, LEONIE/ DE ROOIJ, VINCENT/ STENGS, IRENE/ THISSEN, LOTTE: Dialect and local 

media. Reproducing the multi-dialectal space in Limburg (the Netherlands). In: Style, Media 
and Language Ideologies, SLICE series Norwegian Novus Style, 2016. 

66 BLOMMAERT, JAN: The sociolinguistics of globalization. Cambridge 2010, p. 10.  
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es.” He adds: “Thus, what we witness in the field of language will undoubtedly be mir-
rored in other fields of social and cultural process” (ibid.). An anthropological study of 
language use as an ideologically informed social practice, on the other hand, may offer 
more insight into the degrees of flexibility of variation spaces within grammatical sys-
tems and help to explore how language, ideology and social practice influence each 
other. 
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